October 2

,1980

Commissioners J. Ahearn, P.Bradford, V. Gilinsky, J.Hendrie
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 'H' Street 1 North West
Washington D.C. 20006
Dear Commissioners,
We are uneasy over the continuing mishaps
and shut-downs at our neighboring nuclear reactors, Yankee and
Millstone in Connecticut across L.I. Sound, pand Indian Point
in New York.
We. are alarmed. by the recent news that Indian Point Reactor
#2 has been shut down indefinitely after a leak in the cooling
system went undetected for a number of days and was discovered
only after one hundred thousand gallons of water had flooded the
containment building.
That this flooding went unnoticed for some days is in itself
a frightening admission by the Utility, but the fact that your
Commission first learned of the accident three days after the
Utility did, raises the gravest concern of the Commissions ability
to protect public safety.
Following 3-Mi-Island and the ensuing investigations, the
public was left with assurances that critical lessons has been
learned from that near-disaster. We were given assurances that
the N.R.C. would heneeforth assume full watchdog responsibility
for prompt detection of abnormal reactor operation. Those assurances
have now been washed away by the flood at Indian Point.
Neither the
human fallibility.
from CBS News that
defect contributed

N.R.C. nor any government agency can forestall
Nor are we inspired with confidence to learn
your Commission now suspects that a design
to the accident.

Nuclear plants are built on the unrealistic premise of
perfect control over the most deadly potentialities known to
mankind. Every nuclear plant is an accident waiting to happen-.thru major accident or "minor" contaminations, thru one false
move, one terrorist bomb, or "one accidentally dropped socket
wrench", disaster more terrible than any our country has yet
encountered awaits us.
It simply is not worth It. We do not wish to be guinea-pigs
tatgthe mercy of this or that little error. We appeal to your
humanity and common-sense: close down the Indian Point plant for
good and end construction of the Shoreham Nuclear Plant:
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Millstone in Connecticut across L.I. Sound, and Indian Point
in New vo-k.
We are alarmed by the recent news that Indian Point Reactor
#2 has been shut down indefinitely after a leak in the cooling
system went undetected for a number of days and was discovered
only after one hundred thousand gallons of water had flooded the
containment building.
That this flooding went unnoticed for some days is in itself
a frightening admission by the Utility, but the fact that your
Commission first learned of the accident three days after the
Utility did, raises the gravest concern of the Commissions ability
to protect public safety.
Following 3-Mi-Island and the ensuing investigations, the
public was left with assurances that critical lessons has been
learned from that near-disaster. We were given assurances that
the N.R.C. would henceforth assume full watchdog responsibility
for prompt detection of abnormal reactor operation. Those assurances

have now been washed away by the flood at Indian Point.
Neither the N.R.C. nor any government agency can forestall

human fallibility. Nor are we inspired with confidence to learn
from CBS News that your Commission now suspects that a design
defect contributed to the accident.
Nuclear plants are built on the unrealistic premise of
perfect control over the most deadly potentialities known to
mankind. Every nuclear plant is an accident waiting to happen--thru major accident or "minor" contaminations, thru one false

move, one terrorist bomb, or "one accidentally dropped socket
wrench", disaster more terrible than any our country has yet
encountered awaits us.

It simply is not w.orth it. We do not wish to be guinea-pigs
at the mercy of this or that little error. W e appeal to your
humanity and common-sense: close down the Indian Point plant for
good and end construction of the Shoreham Nuclear Plant!
Sophia Adler
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Commissioners J. Ahearn, P.Bradford, V. Gilinsky, J.Hendrie
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717.'H' StreetNorth v7est
Washington D.C. 20006
Dear Commissioners,
'We are uneasy over the continuing mishaps
and shut-downs at our neighboring nuclear reactors, Yankee and
Millstone in Connecticut across L.I. Sound, and Indian Point
in New York.
We are alarmed by the recent news that Indian Point Reactor
12 has been shut down indefinitely after a leak in the cooling
system went undetected for a number of days and was discovered
only after one hundred thousand gallons of water had flooded the
containment building.
That this flooding went unnoticed for some days is in itself
a frightening admission by the Utility, but the fact that your
Commission first learned of the accident three days after the
Utility did, raises the gravest concern of the Commissions ability
to protect public safety..
Following 3-Mi-Island and the ensuing investigations, the
public was left with assurances that critical lessons has been
learned from that near-disaster. 114e were given assurances that
the N.R.C. would henceforth assume full watchdog responsibility
for prompt detection of abnormal reactor operation. Those assurances
have now been washed away by the flood at Indian Point.
Neither the N.R.C. nor any government agency can forestall
human fallibility. Nor are we inspired with confidence to learn
from CBS News that your Commission now suspects that a design
defect contributed to the accident.
Nuclear plants are built on the unrealistic premise of
perfect control over the most deadly potentialities known to
mankind. Every nuclear plant is an accident waiting to happen-thru major accident or "minor" contaminations, thruone false
move, one terrorist bomb, or "one accidentally dropped socket
wrench", disaster more terrible than any our country has yet
encountered awaits us.
It simply is not worth it. We do not wish to be guinea-pigs
at the mercy of this or that little error. We appeal to your
humanity and common-sense: close down the Indian Point plant for
good and end construction of the Shoreham Nuclear Plant!'
Sophia Adler

N-O.N-E Box 1613
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